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for #2 by: erdorein ao: erdorein 19 apr 2016, 16:03 am b0gliede, you could not do the other way round, because when you
create the instance of the texture, it already has a bound glTFFile. ( [b0gliede #3] merge your pull request - fixes #1 by: b0gliede
ao: b0gliede 18 mar 2016, 01:28 pm Merge branch'master' of into gh-pages-v3.0 - fixes #1 by: b0gliede ao: b0gliede 18 mar
2016, 01:23 pm you have to change the base URL to the branch (GHotfix-SplitEntity_0.4.0.json) and not to master. You have to
modify the branches mentioned in your PR. [b0gliede #2] merge your pull request - fixes #1 by: b0gliede ao: b0gliede 17 mar
2016, 12:45 pm you have to modify the base URL to the branch (GHotfix-SplitEntity_0.4.0.json) and not to master. You have
to modify the branches mentioned in your PR. [b0gliede #1] add the above changes to HEAD by: b0gliede ao: b0gliede 16 mar
2016, 12:45 pm Fix #1: Your method to create the Entity-Object does not work, as it does not follow the standard of Godot (
Add a method that creates the object directly, you need to change your method like this: public function
createObject(params:Object[] = null):Object { var b:ByteBuffer = createBuffer() var buffer:ByteBuffer =
ByteBuffer.wrap(b.getData()) var bufferOffset:int = b.offset var object:Object = JsObject()
object.set(JsonUtils.getObjectFromBuffer(buffer, bufferOffset)) return object as
About this game X-Plane 11 Global Scenery: Asia is a free downloadable add-on that you can activate through your Steam
client. This will give you default Asian scenery. â€» X-Plane 11 Global Scenery: Asia will be updated at least every 3 months.
Before purchasing this add-on, it is highly recommended to check if your version of X-Plane 11 has the Global Scenery Set and
if you need the X-Plane 11 Global Scenery: North America add-on (X-Plane 11 Global Scenery: North America). About this
game X-Plane 11 Global Scenery: Europe is a free DLC that you can activate through your Steam client. fffad4f19a
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